Direct Dopaminergic Projections from the SNc Modulate Visuomotor Transformation in the Lamprey Tectum.
Dopamine neurons in the SNc play a pivotal role in modulating motor behavior via striatum. Here, we show that the same dopamine neuron that targets striatum also sends a direct branch to the optic tectum (superior colliculus). Whenever SNc neurons are activated, both targets will therefore be affected. Visual stimuli (looming or bars) activate the dopamine neurons coding saliency and also elicit distinct motor responses mediated via tectum (eye, orienting or evasive), which are modulated by the dopamine input. Whole-cell recordings from tectal projection neurons and interneurons show that dopamine, released by SNc stimulation, increases or decreases the excitability depending on whether they express the dopamine D1 or the D2 receptor. SNc thus exerts its effects on the visuomotor system through a combined effect directly on tectum and also via striatum. This direct SNc modulation will occur regardless of striatum and represents a novel mode of motor control.